Minutes and News
FL November General Meeting: 24 11 20: Zoom.
Attending: Rosie Atkins (Leeds Rotters, Kirkstall Valley Farm, LESSN), Tom Bliss (Chair and minutes), Sonja
Woodcock (Treasurer, Leeds Food Coordinator at FoodWise Leeds), Joe Foster (Leeds Allotments
Federation), Gill Murray (IE Garforth and Luminate Education Group), Dan Robinson (IE Garforth), Jeremy
Isles (Urban Agriculture Consortium), Sammie Strickland (Leeds Beckett Student), Neil Hollingworth
(North Leeds Joinery).
Apologies: Becky Mears (IE Aireborough / Season Well), Caroline Scott (Patchwork Fram)
Committee: Lockdown and furlough have meant that a lot more committee members have been absent
than usual this year. This is partly due to work emails bouncing, and perhaps some zoom overload. Our
constitution does require the chair to check that everyone will be happy to continue in post once things
do get back to normal, so Tom will be doing this over the next few weeks.
Meanwhile we are delighted to welcome Dan Robinson from IE Garforth to the team.
https://ediblegarforth.org.uk/
He, Gill and the others are doing great work across the wider East of Leeds area, and will bring a host of
ideas and energy to Feed Leeds. Thanks Dan!

Garforth has been going for about a year, and started was originally more about people than food. There
was a strong In Bloom group, but no obvious ling with allotments. They only started planting in March but
now have 6 raised beds, and have distributed seeds to schools, as well as creating art projects. They have
got agreements with Virgin Media and BT to paint up broadband boxes and have had advice on this from
Sarah Priestley (also a FL committee member) who has done this hugely successfully in Chapel Allerton.
They are encouraging other villages in the area to start up similar projects, providing mentoring support
rather than trying to spread IEG to wide and thin.

LITTLE VEG LIBRARIES (LVLs)
This idea was floated by Sonja - see the July 2020 minutes. It was triggered
by noting that more growing was happening in lock-down, with new
people needing support. We'd also had a request for seeds and seedlings
for disadvantaged groups, via LASSN [https://lassn.org.uk/] and others),
and we have an on-going need to develop the Leeds Rotters compost hub
idea, which also calls for local community hot spots.
LVLs take a leaf from Little (book) Libraries, to provide a 'circular economy'
riff on local food - creating a new and different focus for growing, and one that will help to provide
visibility, and open new possibilities and new opportunities for; growing, the sharing and even sale of
surplus and other local food, and general community-building.
The LVLs need to have high visibility as a physical presence, and also generate good media/social media
stories, which in turn will help to promote local food movement.
Thanks to Sonja's persistence, £500 Funding has now been secured form Leeds Community Foundation
for two prototype units.
Locations
These should ideally be in a high visibility / high footfall site, to maximise both use and impact, but also
near to a host house/s, so that the LVL can be monitored and, if needed, locked at night with ease.
IE Garforth have offered to host one of the prototypes, and as they seem to have the ideal set-up with a
raised bed outside Dan's house (and a neighbour who hedge-veges surplus food from RJFP), we have
accepted their kind offer. Thanks both!
We now need to decide a location for the second prototype. IE Airedale have offered, but if one of the
prototypes is to be out of town in Garforth, we might want the other to be within the ring road. Sites such
as Rainbow Junktion, Meanwood (farm and nursery) and Kirkstall farm would offer security, but perhaps
less 'drive-by' visibility, and might anyway need a larger, more adaptable facility. Places like Oakwood
Clock would be great from a visibility point of view, but are perhaps not sufficiently overlooked.
Who can suggest or ideally host an LVL in a prominent location, within sight of a friendly house? Lemon
Balm, Hyde Park Source, Stank Hall Barn, Chapel Allerton In Bloom, and others with a roving brief please
have a think about this. SUGGESTIONS PLEASE.
Design (bearing in mind the likely locations) needs to have:
1) dry area where seed packets, leaflets, recipe cards, books etc can be stored and shared.

2) display shelf/s for seedlings, plants and veg (surplus harvest and unwanted food)
3) Additional lockable space for more at peak times - also bags of soil, compost, tools etc.
4) Option to add compost collection bin/s if/when suitable.
Rosie kindly offered sheets of acrylic which would ideal to create clear doors on the front.
Neil to develop sketch designs for agreement by a sub-group - meeting to be arranged once we have
drawings to discuss. Anyone wanting to be in the LVL subgroup please contact Tom.
Roll-out
Neil has kindly agreed to design and build two prototypes. If and when further funds can be found, he is
happy to create more - possibly involving Leeds Wood Recycling, who would engage as a training exercise.
Ideally, we'll start with a good number of well-built LVLs, largely to the same design to set a high standard
and help to build a strong community 'brand'. (How many, will depend on funding and adoption success).
However, because some will have skills and materials but not funds, we will also permit and encourage
people to create their own designs under the LVL umbrella. Over time this could theoretically develop
into all manner of outlets, from proper shops to a cardboard box balanced on a wall, so we will need to
decide as we go the extent to which this needs to be steered.
We also want to involve schools - ideally many would make an LVL (some probably already have
something similar).
Suggest we create a leaflet featuring the prototypes, once made, and send to all schools with the next
LESSN invitation - for a full day event on 1st April at Meanwood Farm. If not before.
Map
We will need a map to show the growing number of locations, with local contact details etc. This will be
initially added to the FL maps page (we can create a dedicated page/s within FL, or a stand-alone website
if and when needed).
This may well be combined with the proposed Hedge Veg project - either using the MyHedgeVeg website
developed in Alderney (see July minutes) or the LVL map. MHV is much more sophisticated as it is like an
online shop, but might not roll out to the UK in time, it does include conventional shops - which we might
not want to do, and we would not be in control of the back office, so it would be a fine judgement call
which was better. We might do both, with MyHV for sales, and LHV for free/LVLs. Tom to contact Derek
Chandler for an update on MyHV [done]. Tom to begin work on an LVL / Hedge Veg map for the FL
website.
SOW A ROW EXTRA
This is the campaign to persuade growers to grow extra on behalf of those who don't have space, skills or
cash to grow from seed.
Demand
As yet we don't know how many seedlings might be wanted. There is some danger we could produce a lot
more plants than is needed, but even with this risk it might be worth doing,

as again this would be a good news story for spring, and should
encourage people to have a go at growing who might otherwise have
not. Too many free plants might impact on those who do grow for
sale, though, so this does need to be considered.
Sonja to contact LASSN, the African Network and other possible
'customers' to assess likely demand. Tom to contact Marie Pierre or
Donna to find out what crops newly-arrived people wanted to crow
with Back to Front. A final decision on how large the scheme should
be will be taken in the new year.
Name
A few alternative names have been mooted. It was suggested we should ask the target consumers
(migrant and other groups) what would work best for them - but there is also a case for it being the
growers who need to buy into this, so a name that will be noticed by them would be better. Tom will go
on using Sow A Row Extra (Sow X for short) unless anyone organises a better name.
Plugs / pots
It's been suggested that Meanwood might be a source for plugs - of which we may need a lot. Tom to
contact Luke, Ben, Adam and Paul for clarity on the extent to which they might be able to help. [Done].
Many growers will have spare trays and pots that they can give away with the seedlings - perhaps on a
return basis.
Species
We will need to match demand for veg species (from people from other climes) against what grows well
in Leeds. Sonja to ask her contacts for suggestions/ requests, which we can then match against local
knowledge. If growers want to try the hard to grow ones just for the challenge, that will be fine too!
Uptake
Please would any growers please indicate if they can help grow a few extra. Tom to collate a growing
list of offers.
Please will people also say if they can host a drop-off collection post - perhaps in a community garden,
school, house or allotment site. Joe to talk to LAF about how we can connect with as many allotments as
possible (bearing in mind that LAF are not able to email allotment teams directly due to GDPR. Tom to
contact Lynne, copied to Joe, with a proposal for potential distribution to allotments - once we have
feedback from customer groups.
This initiative also to be included in the next LESSN event.
Map
We will need a map to locate collection points for seedlings, and perhaps plugs, pots and compost too.
This might work best as a second layer on the LVL map mentioned above.

FARM UPDATES
Farm Forum. Tom has not managed to secure a second meeting with NFU. Not sure what the problem is.
We may need to set up without their help. Sat Mann, Foodwise Chair has recently established contact
with Freddie Watson at The Organic Pantry in Tadcaster. Tom to contact Freddie via Sat [Done] and two
other local farms via Caroline.
This is the kind of thing the Farm Forum could make happen:
https://www.nri.org/latest/news/2020/major-investment-in-horticulture-food-and-drink-industries-inkent-and-medway
Kirkstall Valley Farm has obtained planning permission for two new shipping containers on site. There are
also changes happening in KVDT which is leading the project, with Chris Hill moving on, and some trustees
taking on paid roles, so they are looking for new trustees. The Payback team have moved to the lower
field, and are helping with various farm activities. The FAS work is now in train. Relocated and new
polytunnels on the higher ground is being complicated by Environment Agency requirements. Rosie has
now resigned from the steering group due to time pressures, so, ideally, we will establish a new point of
contact, as KVF remains a key project in the wider Leeds story. Tom and Rosie to discuss options [Done].
Patchwork Farm now has a facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/LeedsPatchworkFarm/
Caroline writes: We’re thinking of setting up an online platform initially,
eg open food network, to sell local products and produce to people and
cafes etc. There is only very small and inconsistent supply of local fruit
and veg, so we’re thinking of using Organic North to supply and then
swapping-in Leeds produce when we have it. We’re hoping that this
alternative route to market will make it more viable for growers to scale
up or start growing in and around Leeds. We’ve already had a few
farmers interested, but it’s still early days.
Also Leeds Bread coop and some other local producers are interested.
We might sell dried goods to make it more financially sustainable.
We have no funding yet, and trying to work out if we can start on a shoestring. Initial business plan looks
like margins will be tight but it might be possible. The main aim is still to grow more food within Leeds.
We‘re interested in talking to other local food boxes and urban farms in Leeds, as we don’t want to
replicate or set up in competition with anyone, and would rather collaborate if there’s an opportunity.
Tom to check that Caroline is aware of MyHedgeVeg. [Done - and Sonja and Tom also had a very
productive meeting with Caroline and James on 30 11 20 re Patchwork, the Farm Forum and many other
key issues]
Sonja also shared her thoughts about various projects she visited on Vancouver Island - the main lesson
being that these have greatly benefited by lock-down behaviours - much of which could be of value to
Patchwork and other local farms.

YORKSHIRE GROUP
This now has a google group, with members from Zero Carbon Yorkshire (who had the original idea),
Calderdale, Leeds, Sheffield, Doncaster, Hull, York, Huddersfield, Middlesborogh, Huddersfield, Bradford
and York so far.
Tom to invite Jeremy to join [done] and contact Andy Austerfield from IE / Grow Wakefield. [Done suggested they IEW might join LESSN to as we have schools attending from Wakefield].
The group helps fill what was a missing tier in the food network. We now have the UN's Food and
Agriculture group for worldwide discussions, FoodSHIFT at European level, Sustainable Food Cities and
others for National, the Yorkshire group, and FL+FW for our own fair city.
The formation of this group is timely because there is a move by Leeds Climate Commission to create a
Yorkshire-wide resilience project. Tom has alerted the LCC team to the existence of the food group, so we
should be involved from the outset.
One upshot of the group has been awareness of this survey from John Levers in Huddersfield:
This year I have been conducting research on what I call the 'Kirklees regional food system' in West
Yorkshire. To explore some of the findings more widely, we are now conducting a survey targeting food
enterprises across Yorkshire. The survey will be open until the end of the year.
This is the link, it's quite short and only takes about 3 minutes to complete. I would appreciate it if you
could send out to your contact and networks.
https://t.co/AK3lGzRsme?amp=1
You can also find it on twitter:
https://twitter.com/DrJohnLever/status/1326927899694395395
Sonja to share with FW network. Email should also warn of impending change in FW website page urls.

ROOTED IS UPROOTED :-(
Caroline reports the sad news that back in April, when we were in the depths of Lockdown 1 (so we
missed it), the Leeds University Union project Rooted, (formerly called Bardon Grange after the
greenhouses and beds at Oxley Hall where the scheme began), closed its doors.
The Sustainable Garden (see below), one of Leeds' best flagship urban growing sites, in the heart of the
UoL campus - which Rooted ran so successfully for so long to the benefit of both students and locals, has
been scaled back to a low-maintenance version, to be managed by the uni estates team.
The terrace garden on the union building, which supplied food across the campus is no more. We can only
hope that the pocket forest gardens and fruit trees across campus will be looked after and nurtured as
well as they have been by Caroline and the Rooted / Bardon Grange team.

The Sustainable Garden in its heyday.
BUT ON A POSITIVE NOTE :-)
Tom's conversation with Andy Austerfield at IE Wakefield, following the FL meeting, was highly productive
and useful. It revealed a range of other IE projects in that area being started or mentored by IEW, which,
though technically outside the Leeds boundary, might benefit from inclusion in the FL family.
https://www.incredible-edible-wakefield.co.uk/. Tom to connect with designated IEW contact re
involvement with FL.
Caroline has also been asked to help set up IE Hunslet, and is also now working on the food growing
scheme established by the Real Junk Food Project at Stourton. RJFP had been getting more soft fruit than
then could dispose of, so as the ground there is contaminated and they needed to create their own
growing medium, they started a substantial composting project, which could potentially become a
pioneers hub for Leeds Rotters, and well as potentially providing surplus compost which could be
distributed via the Little Veg Libraries.
URBAN AGRICULTURE CONSORTIUM
This is a national initiative that originated with Jeremy's organisation, with Leeds now established as a
pathfinder project. Jeremy shared an update on recent activity, including online conferences, working
with Town and Country Planning Assn on 20 minute neighbourhoods (LCC is promoting the 15 minute
version) and the recruitment of Maddie Longhurst, who will lead on the Northern activity, which also
includes Sheffield and Lancaster. Andy Goldring and Susie Russel are also involved. Sonja fed back on a
recent meeting with the Leeds Diocese, who are open to the idea of increasing food production on church
land. (Could be perovide sites for LVLs and Compost collection). Sonja to set up a meeting with Jemima
and Tom (who knows Jemima from tree work with UBoC),

RESEARCH ETC.
Sonja and colleagues from FW, UoL and equivalents in Lancaster have delivered an excellent report on
Procurement:
https://leedsfoodpartnership.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/ff-procurement-report-final.pdf
Tom has shared this with our research colleagues and CEAC, but to date we have had no feedback on
developments in response to our Policy Brief in September. Sonja to check with Ann for news.
Development of the CARA food workshop has been put back to December due to pressure of other CARA
work. So meanwhile, here's a nice graphic from Brighton & Hove Food Partnership.

NEXT MEETING
Monday 14th pf December - 4.30 pm. Also Potting Shed Christmas Drinks!

